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INTRODUCTION
A variety of interest groups and other organizations are harnessing the increased
interest in the evolving definition of sustainability to capture opportunity or promote
a specific agenda. As a result, a new and growing challenge is the focus on a single
ingredient, process or practice without accounting for the potential impact on the
entire food system. For example, pressure to change the genetics of broiler chickens
or eliminate technology used in dairy or pork production may have perceived benefits
to animal well-being, but could also have significant negative impacts on water
use, land use, greenhouse gas production, increased demand for fossil fuel and
affordability of quality protein when more resources are required to deliver the same
quantity of chicken, pork and dairy products.
The decision making framework in this document is intended to give food system
stakeholders a tool and process to evaluate requests by stakeholders to adopt or
reject a specific practice, taking into consideration the inter-related nature of food
production systems and the impacts and tradeoffs of individual decisions. With this
information companies can make better informed decisions that are aligned with
their values, the values of their stakeholders and their business objectives. The
process is designed to both help companies make decisions and to communicate
those decisions.
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DECISION PROCESS
STEP ON E

Understand the issue
STE P T WO

Evaluate the source making the request

Are they rational?
Constructive?
Y

N

ST EP T HRE E

Does it align with current sustainability strategy?
Y

N

Does it align with
our current priorities,
policies or practices?
Y

N

Review tradeoffs and
implications of adopting to
confirm or change position
Decide whether to agree to
or decline to take requested
action or position

Determine if or how
to respond

Publicly communicate
current sustainability
commitments and progress

Prepare to activate
response plan if needed

Communicate how issue
is being addressed to
requesting group
Publicly communicate
current sustainability
commitments and progress

ST E P FOU R

Plan engagement strategy
If declining, prepare
to activate response
plan if needed

R esponding to R eq uests for commitment
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Request for Sustainability Commitment
A STRATEG I C D EC I S I ON -M A KI N G A N D R E S P O N S E P R O CE S S

This decision tree and guidance provide a framework for making an informed,
thoughtful and strategic decision when responding to groups that request a specific
sustainability policy or practice or execute a campaign to pressure a commitment.
ST E P ON E

Understand the Issue
Are you familiar with the issue/have you considered it in the past? Is the issue and
issue environment unchanged since your last evaluation?
ϐϐ If YE S , continue to

STEP TWO

ϐϐ If N O, research the issue to be sure the company fully understands the current state of the
issue, implications and tradeoffs.
■■ Who

internally (functional area or subject matter expert) or externally (supplier, customer,
trade association) has expertise on this topic?

■■ What

are the industry and competitors’ positions on this topic?

■■ Should

this be elevated to an industry issue vs. a brand or company position?

■■ Should

this be addressed by or in partnership with supplier(s) or others in the value chain?

-- It may be a subject that can be explored on a pre-competitive basis. Consider
working through a third-party such as a commodity or industry trade association,
sustainability group or non-governmental organization to share information and
collaborate with others in a pre-competitive environment. See the Resources section
for credible organizations and information.

G U I DAN CE Don’t be rushed or pressured into making a commitment before fully
understanding the issue and potential impacts on your current priorities, your customers,
your supply chain and other stakeholders. Just as determining your sustainability strategy
was a strategic decision-making process, additional commitments or changes should
undergo similar scrutiny. It is important to understand the potential ramifications up and
down the value chain and on other attributes of sustainability. Consider where change
would have to occur and how much is within your control vs. actions others must take, etc.
It’s OK to maintain one position publicly while you evaluate the issue internally and
consider a potential change. During the evaluation process, you may have a public position
that supports and explains your current strategy, while concurrently having conversations
with others and researching an issue. A posture of transparency and openness to differing
points of view builds trust with stakeholders.
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ST E P T WO

Evaluate the Source
Start by evaluating the source of the request to determine engagement strategy. Who
is asking? Do they have a track record of constructive collaboration?
Research the group making the request, evaluating:

ཟཟTrack record of positive interaction/collaboration - are they interested in finding
solutions or just agitating? What is their end goal – improving sustainability or
elimination of a specific practice, business or industry?

ཟཟInfluence/credibility – What is their presence online and in social media? How many

members or followers? Do they appear to be mainstream or fringe? Do they base their
positions on well-researched, science-based information or on emotional appeals?
What is the potential impact on your brand or customers?

ཟཟWhat have they done in the past with other companies or brands, what are they likely
to do? In this case, past performance is a likely predictor of future actions.

⚫⚫ Have they engaged in unethical or illegal activities in the past to achieve
their objectives?
⚫⚫ Do they utilize legal action such as lawsuits or regulatory petitions?
⚫⚫ Do they apply pressure via customer or consumers to push for change?

ཟཟUtilize outside resources for information on groups – commodity organizations,

competitors, trade associations, Better Business Bureau, and social media influence
measures are sources for insight into unfamiliar individuals or groups. Don’t hesitate to
reach out to others for insight on their experience with the group.

G U I DAN CE It will be more productive to work with groups that offer a solution or
are genuinely interested in collaboration vs. just raising an issue to promote their agenda.
For those not genuinely interested in constructive engagement, you may have to take a
principled stand that is in opposition to their position. In this situation, having a transparent
and inclusive process that supports your position is essential. Research from CFI shows that
if you share how and why you make policy decisions, you are much more likely to minimize
outrage and opposition to the decision, even if stakeholders don’t ultimately agree with the
decision made. Demonstrating your willingness to engage, listen and evaluate will make
your final decision more acceptable for many and tolerable for others.
Evaluate the nature of the request – does it appear to be part of a mass
communication (letter or email) to multiple companies or targeted to your specific
company or brand? Contact your trade association to see if others have received a
similar request. Research the requesting group’s website and social media properties to
see if this is part of a new campaign. If it is part of a mass outreach, it may be possible
R esponding to R eq uests for commitment
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to refer it to an industry group or coordinate a response strategy with others who were
also contacted.
Even if it appears to be a mass outreach or fishing expedition or is being made by an
extreme group, completely ignoring or dismissing the contact carries risk. No response
may be construed as a refusal to consider their position and may cause them to pursue
more aggressive tactics to get your attention, such as posting their request on social
media or going to customers, shareholders or even legal or regulatory channels. A
response from a trade association is one way to acknowledge the request and perhaps
provide clarifying information with putting any one company or brand in the spotlight.

G U I DAN CE If you determine the group is credible it is important to acknowledge
the contact with an initial response while you work through your internal process. Waiting
until you have a definitive response or plan of action could be interpreted as a refusal to
engage and inadvertently trigger additional action to gain your attention. If you determine
the group is more interested in agitating than finding a solution, you may decide not to
respond. Be prepared for a negative reaction if you choose not to respond to the request.
Prepare to activate your response plan if needed to again communicate your commitment
to sustainability and willingness to engage reasonable stakeholders.

In your response:

ཟཟAcknowledge the concerns raised
ཟཟRequest additional information or clarification if needed
ཟཟCommunicate that you are gathering information about the concern
ཟཟCommit to a status update within a specified timeframe and in a specific way.

Avoid committing to a public statement, an in-person meeting or a specific outcome
at this point.

ཟཟAsk that the group making the request review your current sustainability priorities

and identify how this request aligns with current commitments. This sets the stage for
a more productive discussion about trade-offs.

Also prepare a holding statement reflecting your willingness to consider the issue in the
context of your current sustainability priorities. Hold statement until needed for media or
customer/consumer response.
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ST E P T HR EE

Does it Align with the Current Strategy?
Where does the issue fall within your current Sustainability Strategy? Is it aligned with
current sustainability and CSR priorities and principles? If your organization does
not have a sustainability strategy, use the Setting Sustainability Priorities module to
develop one.
Is the practice or policy being requested consistent with sustainability commitments,
business objectives and company values? At the highest level, does the request fall
within one of the Social, Economic or Environmental dimensions you have prioritized?
ϐϐ If YE S , more specifically, does it align with your current priorities, policies or practices?
Are you already addressing their issue in actual practice or the core concern or issue
in another way? For instance, if the solution suggested isn’t feasible at this time, is the
concern or practice being studied or should time and resources be invested to continue to
explore the issue?
■■ If

YE S , communicate how the issue is being addressed to requesting group

⚫⚫ Publicly communicate current sustainability commitments and progress so your
position is on the record and available to those who are interested.
ϐϐ If N O, (does not align or is out of scope of current priorities on the strategy or priority,
policy or practice area), review potential tradeoffs (use the Evaluating Sustainability
Tradeoffs module for guidance) and implications to confirm or potentially change position
to determine if a change in practice or policy is warranted.
■■ Evaluate

how the request impacts current sustainability priorities, whether it aligns
with company values and business objectives.
R esponding to R eq uests for commitment
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Questions to consider:

ཟཟWhat is your overall sustainability strategy – do you want to lead, collaborate, follow or
oppose? Strategic consideration within this framework will help provide a compass to
guide your decision.
ཟཟIf it is not part of your current strategy, should it be? Has the situation changed since
you established your position such that you should re-consider this as a priority?
Consider issues that may currently be out-of-scope of your priorities, but evaluate
trade-offs before making a decision to change priorities.
-- What are the tradeoffs if you modify your sustainability position? What impacts
will the practice or policy have on stated sustainability goals/strategies and other CSR
commitments? Use the Evaluating Sustainability Tradeoffs module to
aid in this evaluation.
ཟཟWhat is the economic impact of adopting the policy or practice on input costs, your
suppliers, customers or investment in other sustainability initiatives?
ཟཟHow important is this to other stakeholders? Who might support a move in this
direction? Who might oppose it?

G U I DAN CE In all likelihood, you are not the first company to be pressured on the
issue. It is highly likely that information exists that can help you evaluate the impact of the
request on your current sustainability priorities. Many sustainability issues have been well
researched with existing data that can inform your evaluation. See the Resources section
for information sources. If you are having trouble finding information, CFI can help connect
you to organizations that have evaluated the issue in question.
ϐϐ Prepare to publicly communicate current sustainability commitments and progress
■■ It

is important to communicate and demonstrate your commitment to sustainability
and CSR priorities, as well as your willingness to engage reasonable critics and
stakeholders that raise important issues, even if the issue they raise is not aligned with
your current position. Depending on the level of pressure and the posture of the group
making the request, you may need to publicly address the issue and your willingness
to engage stakeholders while you are still evaluating whether or not to change your
policy or practice.

■■ At

minimum, review your website to be sure sustainability information is current and
accessible to the public.

G U I DAN CE

Don’t kill the message because you may not like the messenger. Just
because you initially may not see common ground with a person or group, consider the
issue being raised in an objective way. Perhaps the ask is far beyond what you could
reasonably commit to, but is there an aspect of the request that can be addressed or might
align with your overall strategy? Looking for scenarios that are win-win for both parties can
lead to a more positive outcome even if it is less than full adoption of their position.
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ST E P FO U R

Plan Engagement Strategy
Once you have reviewed the issue and made a decision on whether or not to adopt
the requested position, determine your engagement strategy to communicate your
position. Based on your evaluation of the group making the request and your position
on the request itself, the next step is to decide if and how to respond to the group.
Engagement is not all or nothing, but falls on a continuum and can take many forms,
ranging from a simple written response to in-person meetings and an ongoing
relationship. Consider your goal and the potential outcomes from engagement:

ཟཟB E ST: Mutual understanding, form collaborative relationship, public endorsement of
your company or brand

ཟཟProvide balancing information to better inform their position. Agree to ongoing dialog
or agree to disagree

ཟཟMO R E

CHALLEN G I N G : No common ground possible, public attack on your
company or brand. While this may be more challenging to manage in the short term,
consistently maintaining a principled approach to similar requests will allow you to build
credibility with multiple stakeholders over time. Changing practices frequently when
pressured can make your company a target for others seeking to advance their position
on a variety of issues. Basing your decision on your sustainability priorities and business
objectives is the best long-term strategy.

At a minimum, engaging with groups seeking to influence your position is an
opportunity to better understand the issue and their perspective, to learn about the
group and how much they know about the topic. It’s also an opportunity to correct
misinformation if needed, and provide a more balanced or informed view of the issue.
You may also be able to form an opinion of how trustworthy they may be, gauge the
likely success of further engagement and get a sense of what the next steps may be. If
nothing else, engagement allows you to demonstrate that you listened and tried to find
common ground; important in building trust with your stakeholders.

G U I DAN CE Don’t kill the messenger because of the message. Don’t assume because
someone is critical of a practice or position that they are hostile or unreasonable or
someone with whom you can’t engage. While you may not agree with your critics or share
their viewpoint or objectives, in most cases they are genuinely committed to their cause, not
just out to attack. Beneath layers of disagreement about policies and practices often lies
a value that is shared by both stakeholders and the company. It may relate to protecting
natural resources, ensuring animal well-being, addressing food insecurity or malnutrition
or other issues. Identifying shared values can be the first step in developing trust that
becomes the foundation for successful engagement. Being able to communicate your
commitment to a shared value, even when you don’t adopt the proposed solution, helps
demonstrate your commitment to sustainability and builds trust.

R esponding to R eq uests for commitment
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ϐϐ If declining the request, plan an engagement strategy that emphasizes your sustainability
priorities and the impact of the request on other commitments
■■ The

response should acknowledge their concern, communicate current priorities and
reiterate commitment to sustainability to the group

■■ Evaluate

whether there is value in continuing the engagement, and if not,
end engagement
⚫⚫ Value can be determined in the following ways:

ཟཟDoes the group offer a perspective that could help inform the company on
the issue or sustainability strategies?

ཟཟAre they willing to engage constructively, or are they simply trying to
agitate to promote their agenda?

■■ Publicly

communicate current sustainability commitments and progress concurrent with
communicating your decision to the group

■■ Be

prepared for a negative reaction to your response. Prepare to activate your
response plan if needed to again communicate your commitment to sustainability and
willingness to engage reasonable stakeholders

G U I DAN CE More often than not, engagement at some level is better than
ignoring groups that may be critical of your company or practices. Effective stakeholder
engagement is increasingly complex. Not all stakeholders are created equal - some are
intractable ideologues and others may be reasonable reformers. Engaging ideologues
may result in pointless confrontation, while reformers may bring positive change or a new
understanding of the issue. In most cases, it’s important to engage and listen. A willingness
to engage stakeholders demonstrates the organization is reasonable, rational and open
to considering a variety of perspectives on complex and controversial issues. The extent of
engagement and how you engage can be calibrated initially and adjusted over time based
on your evaluation of the group and initial interactions.
ϐϐ If agreeing to the request, plan an engagement strategy to discuss the request, and
potential partnership in communicating your position publicly.
Engagement doesn’t mean you agree with or endorse the group making the request.
Engaging in a controlled and thoughtful way can limit the risk as well as set the stage for a
respectful interaction, regardless the outcome.

Here are some guidelines for engagement:

ཟཟBe sure you’ve thoroughly researched the organization and individuals involved, and have
considered the potential outcomes from engaging.
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ཟཟSet ground rules and parameters upfront. Specify the amount of time, the number of

participants and who they will be. If it is not a telephone conversation, meeting on “neutral
ground” – not at either organization’s offices - can help create a balanced environment for
an initial discussion.

ཟཟBefore you meet, set your own objectives for the discussion. What do you hope to learn and
to communicate? What information are you willing to share and importantly, what is offlimits, such as business strategies, cost of production or other financial information?

ཟཟDuring the conversation, be respectful and calm. Remain professional at all times.
ཟཟListen with an open mind and look for common values as a starting point
for understanding.

ཟཟEstablish expectations and secure agreement on information sharing. Is your dialogue

private and confidential, or can the group share that they are meeting and the content of
the discussion? If they can share, with whom and in what format? Make sure expectations
are clear and that continued dialogue depends on following the ground rules established.

ཟཟIf the group is unwilling to engage on the basis you specify or if they deviate from the

agreed-upon parameters, it may be appropriate to discontinue the engagement. Be
prepared to respond to criticism for breaking off engagement and to explain your rationale
to other stakeholders. Choosing to engage or not engage both come with risk of public
criticism from various stakeholders. Be prepared to address such criticism as you work
through the process.

G U I DAN CE While speed is of the essence, you need to calibrate your response
so you don’t escalate the issue by over-reacting. Likewise, waiting to see how it plays out
risks losing the opportunity to shape the initial narrative, or be included in news stories
or online discussions, and a second chance to comment rarely occurs. Weigh the risk of
providing legitimacy and amplifying the campaign by responding against the potential
for reputational harm from remaining quiet. Determining appropriate engagement varies
with each situation, and is as much art as science. Utilizing internal and external public
affairs or public relations experts can assist in analyzing the situation and determining the
appropriate response.

If Engagement Fails….
At some point in this process you may decide not to engage with a group, that the
engagement is not productive or the group may go public with criticism or a campaign
despite ongoing discussion. In today’s social media-driven, 24-hour news cycle world, the
window of opportunity to tell your story is very small. Having a response plan ready that
positively communicates your position and anticipates their likely actions is essential and
will allow you to quickly execute should it be necessary.
R esponding to R equests for commitment
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Response Plan
It’s impractical to develop a response plan for every potential issue, but preparing
some core materials in key areas will provide a framework for a rapid and strategic
response, should it be needed.
ϐϐ MO N ITO R I N G You are likely already monitoring news and social media coverage
of your company or brand. If the issue isn’t currently on the monitoring radar, add it. If
you are subject to a campaign or attack, you may need to increase the frequency of
monitoring and modify your criteria for responding or engaging in online conversations.
ϐϐ M E S SAG E S/ TALKI N G PO I NTS Your proactive CSR or sustainability communications
plan should provide positive messaging about your current sustainability commitment and
progress. Create additional key messages about your engagement with stakeholders and
willingness to listen and answer questions. Include messages that anticipate a scenario in
which engagement with an advocacy group ends negatively.
For example:
■■ “Operating

in a sustainable and responsible manner is core to our business and our
values. Here’s what we are doing on this issue.”

■■ “We

appreciate ( Group ) raising our awareness on this issue. As we’ve communicated
with ( Group ), we’re looking into the issue and how it impacts our existing sustainability
strategy.”

■■ “We’ve

(met/spoken ) with ( Group ) and explained what we are doing on this issue.
It’s unfortunate they’ve decided to take a less collaborative approach. We’re committed
to fully explore their concerns, and we have a long track record of working constructively
with many organizations.”

ϐϐ M ED IA STR ATEGY Your strategy for reaching out to or responding to media requests
depends on the specific scenario and media outlet. As noted earlier, you rarely have
a second chance to help shape the initial narrative, so at minimum making sure media
has access to your sustainability messaging, and if appropriate, background on your
interactions with the group can provide balance to their reporting. If a reporter learns you
have been actively engaging with the group and are looking at the issue, it may positively
impact their coverage. See the Traditional Media Engagement Response Decision Tree
that follows for more information.
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ϐϐ SOCIAL M ED IA STR ATEGY Your proactive sustainability communications plan likely
includes positive posts for your various social media properties and should be activated
in case of an attack. A criteria and process for responding to social media conversations,
as well as traditional media, should be in place in advance of an attack to allow quick
decision-making to appropriately manage the conversation. Also consider what resources
may be needed if the conversation is brought directly to your Facebook page or Twitter
feed. If you choose to respond to posts, do you have enough people and internal resources
to do it in a timely way? What are your options depending on volume and tenor of the
conversations? Social media conversations don’t stop at the end of the business day or
week so weekend and evening monitoring and responses may be needed. See the Online
Engagement Response Decision Tree that follows to assist in managing online interactions.
ϐϐ WEB S ITE A dedicated sustainability area on your website provides “always on” access
for reporters and other stakeholders. Be sure the information is current and plan how
the content can be highlighted on the homepage in the event of an attack or campaign.
Consider developing “dark” pages or sites where you can stage information specific to an
issue but not make it public until it is needed.

R esponding to R eq uests for commitment
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ONLINE ENGAGEMENT RESPONSE

DECISION TREE

ONLINE ENGAGEMENT TIP Every organization should establish community guidelines or “house rules” for each of their social
channels and websites. This encourages productive and appropriate participation and fosters a transparent community.

1

ASSESS
POSTI NG
Y

2 EVALUATE

Assess each post about your organization. Is it positive?
N

TRO L L S

A factual and well-cited
response, which may agree
or disagree with the post,
that is a friendly tone.

N

M I SG U ID E D

Y

Are there erroneous
facts in the posting?

You can concur with the
post, let stand or provide a
positive response.
Do you want to respond?

MO NITO R O NLY
Avoid responding to specific
posts, monitor the site for relevant
information and comments.

Is the post a rant, rage, joke,
ridicule, or satirical in nature?
Does this account have a history
of bashing or being degrading?

CON CU RRE NCE

N

Y

SH A R E T H E FACTS
Respond with factual
information directly.
(See 5 Response Considerations Below)

N

UNH A P PY
C USTOME R

Y

Y

Rectify the situation, respond and
act toward a reasonable solution.

Is the posting a result of a
negative experience from
one of your stakeholders?

LET POST STAND
No response.

3 RESPOND

R E STO R E T RUST

(See 5 Response Considerations Below)

Y

N

S HARE S U CCE S S

FI NA L EVA LUAT IO N

Proactively share your story
and your mission.
(See 5 Response Considerations Below)

N

Base response on present
circumstances, site influence
and stakeholders prominence.
Will you respond?

AGR E E TO D ISAGREE
Sometimes it’s best to agree to
disagree and move on. 
(See 5 Response Considerations Below)

4 RESPONSE CONSIDERATIONS

TRA N S PA R E N CY

Share information that is
accurate and complete
as well as relevant to
and easy to understand
by your audience.

15

S OU R C ING

Cite your sources
by including
hyperlinks, video,
images or other
references.

TI M E L I N E S S

Take time to
create good
responses within
a few hours, up
to 24 hours.
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TO N E

Respond in a
tone that’s genuine
and positively
represents
your brand.

SH A R E D VA LU E S
E N GAG EM EN T

Listen for concerns.
Ask questions to
invite dialogue.
Share your story.

5

SHARED VALUES BEST PRACTICES

B E YO U

B E CO N SI STE N T

ϐϐ State your name and position within the business.
ϐϐ Share your personal connection to the topic of

ϐϐ With every post, use a consistent tone and voice ϐϐ

discussion.

ϐϐ Acknowledge when you agree and share what’s

important to you about the topic - especially those
topics for which the commenter showcases concern
or interest

B E H O N E ST

ϐϐ

don’t veer off course for any one commenter.
Keep focused on the purpose and objectives for
your social media channels.
When in doubt about how to respond, use your
community guidelines to inform engagement. This
may mean deleting posts or blocking commenters.

B E P OSI TI V E

ϐϐ Acknowledge problems and mistakes.
ϐϐ Where there have been mistakes, share how you will
improve the situation.

ϐϐ
ϐϐ
ϐϐ
ϐϐ

Respond in a friendly, upbeat, yet professional tone.
Assume people are good until proven otherwise.
Correct inaccuracies politely.
Do not argue, insult or blame others.

B E PAT IE N T

ϐϐ Understand that engagement online can be difficult.
ϐϐ Be aware that even though negative commenters may
ϐϐ

be the majority of the conversation, there are far more
individuals observing how you respond to the negativity.
Your positive, patient engagement will send a signal
to quiet observers that you are doing what’s right, and
trolls will tire of your good-tempered and calm approach.

B E H E L P FUL

ϐϐ Point users to valuable information on your website.
ϐϐ Follow up with users when new information is available.
ϐϐ Use third-party websites to supplement your content.

6

“I can tell safe food is something
you’re particularly concerned
about - the same is true for me.
That’s why we <cite information
specific to food safety protocols>.”

HOW TO AGREE TO DISAGREE

“It’s apparent to me that you
care deeply for animals. I
share that passion - and that’s
why I’ve chosen this career.”

Find a common theme that is true for both you and the
commenter and acknowledge that about which you both care.
Do not ask additional questions or invite more dialogue with
someone who is not interested in a conversation.

“I think we can both agree that the way
<animals or crops> are raised today is
very different than it was decades ago.
I’ve been raising <animals or crops> for
years, and while no system is perfect,
we do everything we can to ensure
they are well-cared for.”

“Your passion is
obvious. And while
we may not agree
fully, I can share
your passion for
<food product>.”

“At the end of the day, we will have
to agree to disagree on the subject
of <topic>, but I’d like to reinforce
that we remain committed to
<healthy living/ progressive animal
care/supporting our community/
environmental sustainability>.”

R esponding to R eq uests for commitment
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TRADITIONAL MEDIA ENGAGEMENT RESPONSE

DECISION TREE

START HERE

Does this issue affect a
substantial part of our business?
Is this an issue that doesn’t affect us
but we could still receive a call about?

N

Y

N

Y

Do we have a
clear position on
the issue?
Y

Identify appropriate person
or organization to refer calls

Define official position

N

Will our taking
proactive action
demonstrate
leadership?

Will our taking proactive
action have a positive
impact on our company/
industry?

Y

Would this be better
addressed by another
organization?
Y

No action
needed

N

Does this issue
closely relate
to our overall
goals?

Is proactive
action
necessary to
build trust?

Prepare to make reactive
statements if necessary

Do we need to enlist outside PR help or legal
counsel due to the size/type of the issue?

N
Y

Talk with other experts
and help them create
messages if necessary

17

N

Release a proactive
statement to key audiences
(media, legislators, etc.)

Obtain PR or counsel to advise on further
action and review position on the issue
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Resources
SUSTAIN ABILI T Y O RGA N I ZATI O N S & P R O G RA M S

ϐϐ American National Standard for Sustainable Agriculture
http://www.leonardoacademy.org/services/standards/agstandard.html
ϐϐ B Corporation https://www.bcorporation.net/
ϐϐ Conservation Technology Information Center
http://www.ctic.purdue.edu/CTIC%20HOME/ABOUT%20CTIC/
ϐϐ Environmental Defense Fund Sustainable Supply Chains
http://business.edf.org/projects/featured/sustainable-supply-chains/
ϐϐ Field to Market https://fieldtomarket.org/
ϐϐ Global Reporting Institute https://www.globalreporting.org/Pages/default.aspx
ϐϐ Global Environmental Management Initiative http://gemi.org/
ϐϐ International Seafood Sustainability Foundation http://iss-foundation.org/
ϐϐ National Dairy FARM Program http://www.nationaldairyfarm.com/
ϐϐ Sustainable Agriculture Initiative http://www.saiplatform.org/
ϐϐ Sustainability Accounting Standards Board https://www.sasb.org/
ϐϐ Sustainable Seafood Coalition http://www.sustainableseafoodcoalition.org/
ϐϐ U.S. Environmental Protection Agency https://www.epa.gov/sustainability/sustainability-resource-finder
ϐϐ U.S. Roundtable for Sustainable Beef https://www.usrsb.org/
ϐϐ University of Arkansas Center for Agricultural and Rural Sustainability http://cars.uark.edu/
ϐϐ University of California, Davis Agricultural Sustainability Institute http://asi.ucdavis.edu/
ϐϐ USDA Economic Research Service https://www.ers.usda.gov/
ϐϐ USDA National Institute of Food and Agriculture https://nifa.usda.gov/
ϐϐ USDA Natural Resources Conservation Service https://www.nrcs.usda.gov/wps/portal/nrcs/site/
national/home/
COMMODIT Y/ TRA D E AS S OC I ATI O N S
An online directory of agriculture commodity organizations and trade associations can be found at
https://www.agmrc.org/directories-state-resources/related-directories/national-commodity-and-agriculturalorganization-sites

If you need additional resources, please contact CFI. We’re happy to connect you to organizations that
have data to help inform your decision-making proces s.
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Contact The Center for Food Integrity for more information
at learnmore@foodintegrity.org or 816.880.5360
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